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'Model code' aproaches PAC
By Bruce l.arrick
Editor
The University may soon have a code
of rules, regulations and procedures.
The President's Advisory Council
(PAC) Code Revision Committee submitted this week a report, that it hopes
will end almost two years of sometimes

bitter discussion of what should be in a
conduct code and how it should be stated.
The report is in the form of a written
code and PAC will discuss it at
tomorrow's meeting. PAC could approve
the code in its present form or recommend that more work be done on certain
areas.
Dr. James Q, Bond, vice prisident of

student affairs and chairman of the
revision committee, described the code
as a "model document representing the
best efforts of the committee."
If approved, the new code would
replace the present Interim Code, which
was approved by the Board of Trustees in
the fall quarter 1968.

Search being conducted

Blast kills aide, Rap Brown?
BEI, AIR, Md. (AP) - Two Negro men,
one identified as an associate of militant
H. Rap Brown and the other still
unidentified, were killed when as explosive destroyed their car as it traveled
on U.S. 1 south of here.
Whether the second man was Brown,
who is on trial here on arson and riot
charges, had not been
positively
determined although a state medical
examiner announced a tentative finding,
based on photographs, that it was not
Brown.
The second body apparently took the
force of Monday night's blast. Its hunds
had been blown off, making fingerprinting impossible,
A search for the hands was being
conducted at the site of the blast.

William M Kunstler, said he did not think
Brown was the second victim but added
that he did not know where Brown was.
Law enforcement officers said that he
was in Bel Air Monday afternoon but his
movements since then could not be
traced immediately.
The oner man was identified as
Ralph Featherstone, 31. a former Brown
associate in the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee.
State Police Col. Thomas Smith said
his investigators theorized the explosive
was being transported by the two men.
He did not rule out completely the

possibility that it was planted in the car
by someone else.
A guard at Brown's New York City
> apartment house said Brown's wife and
"four or five other people" left the
building about 8:30 a.m. today and had
not returned.
Brown was to go on trial
Brown had been scheduled to go on
trial this week on three charges, arson,
inciting others to not and inciting others
to commit arson.
Asked about whereabouts of his client.
Kunstler said. "No one has heard from
Brown,"

Senate committee defines

Tentative finding
Dr. Werner U. Spitz, deputy chief
medical examiner of Maryland, issued
the finding he described as tentative
after examining the remains of the body
at the Baltimore Morgue. —
He said he was basing his opinion on
the ear lobe, nose and hairline of the
victim.
Brown can't be found
Brown's whereabouts remained a
mystery. His attorney for the trial here,

purpose of White Paper
Faculty Senate's Student Relations
Committee Friday spoke out against
"segments of the University community" that consider the White Paper a
statement of official University policy.
In a letter to Dr. Joseph K. Balogh.
Senate chairman, the committee stated
that the purpose of the White Paper was
to "generate discussion, enhance critical
evaluation and promote scholarly

Police jail man
in fatal shooting
Alberto Garibay, 37, 830 First St.,
was charged with first degree manslaughter yesterday morning in fatal
shooting Monday of his brother Carlos, at
the Garibay, residence.
Tl.c accused was held under $5,000
bond after entering a plea of not quilty in

Students protest

Bowling Green Municipal Court.
I.cx-iil police said the elder brother
was apparently attempting to protect
himself and his family from the younger
brother, who alledgedly threatened
them, when the shooting occurred.
Police said Carlos died instantly of
the wound he received in the chest from a
.38 caliber bullet.
He is being held in Wood County Jail.

debate." It was not meant to be accepted
by the Administration as official policy.
The committee pointed out that the
authors of the White Paper were merely
a small group of faculty, students and
trustees who did not reflect the "attitudes of many who are genuinely and
honestly concerned with the immediate
and long-range evolution of the school."
Committee members admitted the
White Paper introduced several
suggestions for changes that should have
been made in the psst. However, they
said other sections of the paper should be
debated before any proposed changes are
made.
Dr. Raymond Yeager, secretary of
the committee, said that many other
groups are also studying the White
Paper, but that no action has yet been
taken to make any part of the paper
official University policy.
Because so many organizations are
under the impression that it is a
statement of policy, the committee has
decided it is "necessary to re-emphasize
the purpose and nature of the paper as a
document to stimulate thinking."
The committee has requested that Dr.
Balogh present the letter at the
President's Advisory Council meeting
tomorrow.

When the Interim Code was approved,
it met with severe criticism, especially
from Student Council, about its content,
wording and alleged lack of concern for
student rights.
Student Council wrote its own version
of a code, and the Code Revision Comnuttee was established to consider
council's code and revise the Interim
Code.
The committee has been working
continuously since last September on the
product it submitted this week.
If PAC approves the document, it
will then go to the president for approval
and from there to the Board of Trustees.
If there is any dissatisfaction with
the code, PAC may refer it back to the
original committee and may ask
other organizations, such as Student
Council and Faculty Senate to express
opinions on it.
"There are sections some people will
want to discuss, but I hope an entire
rewrite isn't necessary. We've worked
long and hard on this," Dr. Bond said.
"A lot of unnecessary detail has been
eliminated. There has been a great deal
of significant
debate, and it will
withstand the test of time," he added.
Dr. Bond said he hope i a finished
document would be ready for the Board
of Trustees to consider during its May
meeting.
The Board Friday appointed a
subcommittee composed of Ashel Bryan,
Mrs. Virginia Stranahan and Delmont
Brown
to
review
the
code.
Other members of the PAC Code
Revision Conunittee are: Dr. F. Lee
Miesle, professor of speech; Dr. Willard
H. Galliart, assistant professor of
quantitative analysis and control; Dr.
Raymond Yeager, professor of speech;
Edward Ward, assistant to the vice
president of student affairs;
Daniel Warfield, sophomore (LA);
Mary Blitz,senior (Ed); Thomas Carton,
senior I I.A); Michael Munholksnd, Junior
(BA); and graduate students Darlene
Low and Kenneth Olecki.
Sitting in on most committee
sessions as observers were Dr. Allen
Kepke, associate professor of speech,
and Earl Rice, Junior (LA).

Direct Laotian air forces strikes

U.S. pilots aid Laos
VIENTIANE, Laos (AP) - U.S. Air
Force forward air controllers based in
I jos are helping direct Laotian air force
strikes against North Vietnamese and
Pathet l.ao positions, informed sources
confirmed yesterday.
The confirmation came after Ted
Koppel, an American Broadcasting Co.
correspondent, recorded several radio
exchanges between an American pilot
and Laotian air force T28, bomber pilots
during a battle Sunday near Paksane,
about 70 miles northeast of Vientiane.
Koppel was with government ground
troops during the battle and monitored

'slum' conditions
A protest march by 11 journalism
students was staged yesterday to point
out what they called "deteriorating
conditions" in the School of Journalism.
Carrying signs reading, "Ever Meet
a Rat in Class " and "Why Have a Slum
on Campus " the students paraded
through journalism faculty offices, the
dean's office of the College of Business
Administration, the Union, and the
. Administration Bldg.
The students called the School a
"slum," and handed out literature
detailing their complaints.
Among the complaints were:

the exchange on a field radio. He said he
later talked to the U.S. pilot at Paksane.
The correspondent, who filmed the
story for the ABC Evening News, said the
pilot did not identify himself but
acknowledged that he had directed the
air strike.
Koppel said the pilot was wearing a
dark gray jump suit with no rank or
insignia and carried a .45 - caliber pistol
strapped to his hip. He said he was not
sure whether the American was a U.S.
Air Force officer or a pilot for Air
America, the privately owned airline
used by the U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency.
Asked about Koppel's report, sources
said Air America pilots in Laos are
engaged only in transport operations,
carrying supplies for troops of the royal
Laotian
army.
The
sources
acknowledged, however, that U.S. Air
Force pilots were being used as forward
air controllers.
These pilots and other U.S. military
personnel in Laos have been receiving
$65 per month in combat pay since Jan. 1,
1966, the Pentagon disclosed yesterday.
It has been called hostile fire pay but,
officials acknowledged, this is
synonymous with combat pay. Laos has
not been designated a "combat zone,"

they said.
The Pentagon provided this and other
bits of information following President
Nixon's announcement that henceforth
American casualties and plane losses in
I .ii'- will be reported publicly.
Among other things, the Pentagon
said,
-There may be some U.S. military
deaths in I,aos which will be listed officially in South Vietnam casualty totals.
An example would be the case of a soldier
killed during a protective reaction
operation from the South across the
I .mil,in border. Instances like these will,
however, be announced by the command
in Saigon.
The one B52 raid in I Ml occurred the
night of Feb. 17-18 in the Plain of Jars.
Targets were concentrations of North
Vietnamese troops and supplies. The
number of B52s used was withheld.
One military man killed in Laos, Capt.
Joseph K. Bush Jr., was awarded the
Silver Star, the nation's third highest
combat decoration, after his death Feb.
10, 1969.
In announcing the new policy on
announcement of I -ios casualties and air
losses, President Nixon disclosed six
civilians were killed in I,aos last year as
the result of hostile action.

Law body doubtful
of voting measure

—the Journalism Scchool being housed in
the campus's oldest building.University
Hall;
—sweltering classrooms;
—chipped paint and cracked walls and
ceilings;
—rickety desks and antiquated equipment for journalism laboratories in
reporting, typography and photojournalism;
—displeasure over the failure to include
a journalism office in the proposed
College of Business Administration Bldg.
Administrators of the College of
(BA) , meanwhile, were called
"slumlords" by the protestors, who also
cited the University's failure to see the
proper role of journalism on this campus
and its role in society.

Nr-i pholo by Koran EppUston

THIS WAY UP, the dead tree seems to be pointing.

WASHINGTON (AP) -The Justice
Department said yesterday it is "dubious
and doubtful" that a congressional
statute lowering the voting age to 18
would get by the U.S. Supreme Court.

An*cl«W Pr»»« WlraphaM

LAOTIAN AIR FORCE bombers taxi down runway prior
to taking off for missions over the Ho Chi Minn Trail in

central Loas.

The department, while upholding
President Nixon's view that the voting
age should be reduced to 18 by amending
the Constitution, opposed vigorously
Senate bids to do the same thing by an act
of Congress.
Asst. Atty. Gen. William H.
Rehniquist told a Senate constitutional
amendment subcommittee the department opposes Congress lowering the

voung age on its own for these three
reasons:
-"The constitutional validity of such a
statute would be open to the most serious
doubt."
-"Doubt as to the validity of the
statute could create confusion and uncertainty as to the outcome of a
presidential election."
-The process of amending the Constitution, which requires a two-thirds
majority of both houses of Congress and
ratification by three-quarters of the
states, it is more likely to produce the
widespread consensus needed if tl.
change is to be widely accepted.
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students, it's your move

talk peace
The Royal Laotian government, with the United States
looking over its shoulder, is entering a wide gray area as it
expresses interest in discussions with the Communist,
Pathet-Lao forces.
Communist South-east Asians dealing in "good faith"
are a scarce breed, and a healthy dose of skepticism ought
to accompany any such considerations.
Yet, It should be pointed out that a failure to read the
Communists' true Intentions for negotiation long ago
delayed the U.S. and the Vietnamese from coming to the
peace table for a painstakingly long time.
The Pathet-Lao forces, though they represent wanting
a quick and peaceful settlement to internal problems, have
been used so frequently by the North Vietnamese war and
propaganda machines that their true goals may be
shrouded In rhetoric.
Proposing a five-point conference plan, as the PathetLao leaders have offered, is an encouraging sign of a
willingness to, at least, discuss mutual concerns.
A steadfast cease-fire is commendable; establishing a
DMZ for the conference appears justifiable; a refrain
from reprisals against members of opposite parties is
quite humanitarian; a conference on the establishment of
a provincial coalition government may prove beneficial to
all concerned.
The plan ends with recommending a "halt to U.S. Intervention and aggression in Laos."
We'd like to believe no one wants to intervene in Laos,
or Vietnam, as little as does the U.S. Perhaps such peace
talks will offer all the parties involved an honorable way
out of a dishonorable situation.
What is necessary for both sides to understand going in,
however, is that what is needed is not only talk, but also a
dedication and a conviction to peace.
All the speech-making and banner-waving in the world
will not remove one soldier from the battlefield.

voting change
Men of such differing political viewpoints as Senators
Barry Goldwater and Edward Kennedy believe that the
voting age should be lowered to 18.
Senator Kennedy has Introduced an amendment to this
effect on the voting rights legislation currently being
considered by the Senate. We hope this effort succeeds.
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Paul Parnell
Fauclty Column
The students who discovered that
BGSU was destroying good teaching and
those who supported the history boycott
have pretty well rejected the academic
discipline supplied by this university;
they now intend to supply the discipline
by which they, not the faculty or the
administration, control the university.
This is a move of far reaching
significance: it inverts the whole studentuniversity relationship and practically
removes students from their traditional
role as learners.
But no one has opposed these fundamental assumptions, even though the
future of the university seems in doubt if
these assumptions are conceded,
l-i't us start from the present
academic discipline: its nature is plain
enough, but perhaps its goals need
repetition. It has been assumed by the
school and the society at large (perhaps
even by Mr. Kurfess) that universities
will develop in the student approximately
five kinds of awareness:
(1) aesthetic taste; (2) a sense of
history; 13) mastery of an area of subject-matter; (4| a love of learning and a
sense of its importance beyond the
merely vocational; (51 a higher sense of
personal dignity and respect for others.
Now, how far to the students in
question respect these goals? The answer
is, hardly at all. As for learning, the Feb.
10 News editorial remarks, "All too often, the good teachers leave because of a
lack of credentials. . .while the poor ones
gain tenure through the possession of a
degree and hang on forever."
This rather clearly implies that poor
teachers get a degree and goo teachers
do not. learning is for people who can't
teach, and it represents an area in which
students are uninterested.
They may be willing to acquire
enough elementary knowledge to conduct
a public-school class, but anything like
erudition leaves them indifferent.
Witness their expressed criteria for
teaching. A good instructor is "exciting"
or a bad one "dull," with nothing said
about the accuracy of the professor's
knowledge, or the clarity with which he
presents it.
They never concede that a student
who genuinely wants to learn may find a
competent but dull Instructor more
valuable than a superficial and slipshod
crowd-pleaser.
Hut there are many students who have
not been content to differ from thi
community at large; they have to despise
and rfdicule it. They have loudly
proclaimed, "This is a completely rotten
and corrupt society. We ought to destroy
it, even though we have no plans for the
future, because anything that replaces it
will be better than this."
They have interpreted their right of
"freedom" as the right to challenge
sources of power within the university,
and to defy mores inside and outside the
campus.
Far from trying to influence and
educate the public, they have made a
very conscious effort to shock and antagonize public opinion.
They have assumed that their main
fuction in college is not learning, but the
seizing of power. And once power is
gained, its main use will be to relax
discipline, to establish the student's right
to self-indulgence.
Paradoxical as it may seem, their

r—our man Hoppe

France's secret weapon
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Now that President Pompidou has
wound up his good-will visit to our shores,
the incredibly magnificent purpose of his
trip can be revealed:
He came to enlist President Nixon's
support in the hitherto-secret Pompidou
Plan for Peace in the Middle East. If all
goes well, both men royally deserve the
Nobel Peace Prixe.
The Plan, as the noted political
analyst, lrma Rocklin, has pointed out,
began several years ago with the sale of
SO French Mirage Jets to Israel-planes
that were paid for, but never delivered.
Now the French have negotiated the
sale of 110 Mirage jets to Ijbya-with
delivery in two or three years. At the
same time, the U.S. is considering selling
SO Phantom jets to Israel.
These negotiations, of course, were
the subject of the secret White House
talks between Mr. Pompidou and Mr.
Nixon.
Mr. Nixon (sten-ly:
I want to be
very candid about this. We consider your
sale of 110 Mirage jets to the Libyans as
an irresponsible act which may destroy
any hope for peace in the Middle Bast.
M.Pompidou (smiling): Doyou.mon

ami?
Mr. Nixon (frowningl: Of course I do.
How can you possibly justify such a
reckless course?
M. Pompidou: But you forget they are
Mirage jets.
Mr. Nixon (angrily l: 1 don't care
what you call them.
M. Pompidou: Ah! That is what our
friends, the Israelis said when they paidhow do you say-cash on the head of the
barrel for SO Mirages.
Mr. Nixon (puzzled): What's that got
to do with it? You doublecrossed them.
M. Pompidou: But, non, that is
precisely what we sent them - \0
mirages. And now if our dear friends in
I jbya wish to purchase 110 mirages, who
are we to deny them this pleasure?
Mr. Nixon (intrigued): You mean. . .
M. Pompidou (rubbing his fingers
together): At $6 million a mirage, it is
very good business-particularly when
one considers there is no overhead.
Mr. Nixon (admiringly): You French
are brilliant! I'll call Golda tomorrow
and tell her she can have her SO - heh,
hen - phantoms for (300 million. All
profit.
M. Pompidou: And to "balance the
picture," you might sell Nasser SO - heh,
heh - phantoms, too.
Mr. Nixon (rubbing his hands): We'll

balance the budget yet. (frowning) But,
wait, it sounds dishonest. I have always
been against dishonesty. It's bad for your
image.
M. Pompidou (shocked): Dishonest?
Zut alors! We are talking about peace in
the Middle East.
Mr. Nixon: Peace?
M. Pompidou: But certainly. Every
little power in the Middle East is eager lo
buy arms. Every big power is eager to
nuke money selling them. What better
way to achieve peace than to take all
their money and not give them any
weapons? All we French wish to do is
make peace - and a little profit on the
side.
Mr. Nixon (shaking his hand): You
can count on us. It's a brilliant plan.
(Thoughtfully, after Pompidou has
gone.) But would you buy a used jet from
that man?
The real brilliance of The Pompidou
Plan for Peace lies, however, in
unleashing a new force in mankind's
eternal search for peace. For millenia
men have relied on such will-'o-the-wisps
as love and brotherhood. Without success.
Well, leave it up to the French to come
up with a deep-rooted human emotion we
can count on - greed. Let our motto be:
"Make Money, Not War!"

objectives really have little to do with
higher education: most are thoroughly
anti-intellectual, and some reject
civilization itself for a more primitive
and styleless "life style."
In the last decade, the students have
been able to get more power within the
university than they have ever had. In
the exercise of this power, they have
failed both inside and outside the
university.
Inside, they have destroyed much of
the present academic discipline without
putting a new discipline in its place.
Outside the university, their failure is
even greater: in a few years, they have
so antagonized the whole non-academic

community that there is a general tendency to curtail university funds and to
develop legislation for control of student
behavior.
And now that students have turned the
public against them, they assume that
they can entrench themselves behind
their newly won freedoms in the campus
"sanctuary," and fight it out.
What they must learn is that slugging
matches are not in order. Students must
now learn the art of influencing the
public.
The community as a whole may be
slow to change, but they will not be actively intolerant if they are treated with

respect; what they resent is the open
student defiance of all community
mores, and the sneering assumption that
students are exempt from commu ity
discipline.
If they encounter much more student
insolence, Ohio will, like California, raise
its crop of Reagans, and perhaps here
too, the troops will be called out against
the students; but if the students are
willing to learn some elementary social
courtesies, they can easily rehabilitate
themselves.
It is not a matter for faculty or administrative decision, this time.
Students, it's your move.

WOULD A PURGE OF SOVIET JEWS MAKE YOU FEEL ANY BETTER?'

news LeiTers
what's money?
Government officials talk about
helping all people. Do they actually
consider what different people expect of
life?
Some people want a beautiful home;
some want outdoor activities-golfing,
boating, skiing. Others want inner city
activities-bowling, pool, museum visits,
booze. And many just don't want to work;
they want to live in an apartment, watch
T.V. and sleep.
We are all different. Our society
should rely on the effort individuals so
pend to achieve the things they want-not
to have everything given to them.
True, we should donate some help to
aid people to establish their desired
background and training but be sure they
use their help efficiently.
So many people these days, at all
levels of employment, do not spend their
time productively-coffee breaks,
talking, etc.
The government is pushing for more
and more of a socialistic society where
more and more of one's earnings are
dumped into taxes. Most people realize
the inefficient use of so much public
funds.
Therefore, we should try to limit this
growth. Granted, many things must be
done on a public basis but carefu. consideration should be given to distribution
of public funds to make sure it is used
efficiently, economically and for projects
which can only be done on a public basis.
What is money? Most people think it is
a reu! item-it is not. It is just a
measuring device of work effort-and if
work is not productive, the money inflates and the unit value drops.
D. Glenn Christian
Bowling Green, Ohio

Too many Feopie are looking to the
negative side of the issue too often. We
must also look to the affirmative side as
well.
Let's keep the credit for R.O.T.C. and
recognize the good points of it. These
men are learning leadership and
responsibility which is so vital to the
world today as well as tomorrow.
Ron Luikart
88 Green view

found his bag
I just want to praise the new literary
magazine that just appeared on this
campus, BROWN PAPER BAG. I bought
one in the bookstore, after fingering
through it for a while, and I was surprised.
The stuff in it is good! I'm no poet or
judge of fiction, but I know what I like
and there isn't much I see that I do like,
but in this magazine there is some poetry
that turns me on and some damn good
fiction.
It's the best artistic magazine to come
from anywhere around here in a long
time and I hope it doesn't die off.
Anyway, since everybody's always
writing letters saying bad things about
the university and about other people, I
just want to say something good about
this magazine.
I'm really glad I bought a BROWN
PAPER BAG. I think everybody should.
Harvey Schne 11
128 S. Summit St.

I suggest the R.O.T.C. demonstrators
read the article by Jim Kiting in the
March S issue of the BG News.
Having been in situations where quick
and accurate judgement was vital, I can
well appreciate what Jim had to say.
Perhaps some day some of those
demonstrators will appreciate what he
has to say about leadership also.
These men in R.O.T.C. now, will be
responsible for men's lives tomorrow.
Responsible leaders and good leadership
can save lives Just as well as poor
leadership can kill.

On the R.O.T.C. issue, my personal
bias is against military spending, the
draft, and military solutions to world and
national problems.
However, since I am told R.O.T.C.
meets the needs of some of the students
who want military careers, I believe it
should remain a part of the University
curriculum.
In addition, I would like to see the
University develop a Peace Studies
Department in the College of Liberal
Arts. This Department could offer such
courses as Conflict Resolution, Peaceful
Coexistence,
and
Disarmament
Negotiations.
The Peace Studies Department could
also draw from courses in the Departments of Political Science and History.
Since everyone agrees peace is a
world goal and R.O.T.C. offers a military
approach to peace, another approach
should be offered.
The new department might meet the
needs of students who want careers in
poltics, United Nations work, Foreign
Service, the Peace Corps, and University
Administration.
As of four years ago, only one college
in the country offered a Peace Studies
program. This evident lack of training,
and perhaps interest in developing a
professional level of peace experts is
difficult for me to understand.
If R.O.T.C. is legitimate. Peace
Studies should certainly be given high
priority in curriculum planning.
Wayne Carlisle
319 Pike Ave.

join the struggle

let's tar frOM fOi

Spring is around the corner. You can
do more than just lying around. You
have a chance to bring all or some of the
delicate issues out into the open.
I support the spiralling tension among
some of you students. I will do my thing is
support of the fight against
dehumanization and demoralization of
students.
I challenge you to Join in the struggle.
You will take a stand if you have a spine.
A healthy spine will support you when
you stand up.

The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and your opinion columns.
Doe to our desire to bring you the
largest cross-section of views aid
opinions, however, we ask that letters be
ao more than 300 wards, type-written, and
cohunm be a "■«»»■"—" of few
typewritten pages, triple-spaced.
We maintain the right to edit all
materials which exceed those limits, and
to edit with respect to the laws of Ubel
and good taste.
All letters and columns submitted to
The News become the property of The
News and cannot be returned.
Materials should be addressed to The
BG
News, Editorial Editor, 1M
University Hall.

i

need leaders

peace studies
courses needed

John Jemmott
317 Johnston Hall
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On state welfare,

Director a 'busy, happy man'
as pop culture center grows
By Meg Crossgrove

William Schurk operates the controlling machine
for one o( 24 different listening devices in the
Ubrary's Audio Visual Center.

Army hikes

The University Audio
Center houses thousands of
recordings and reference
works, 24 listening devices
and one happy man.
William L. Schurk, audio
librarian and head of the
popular culture library,
describes himself as "a
^»PPy. contented man in my
work, but very busy."
The
Audio
Center,
Library, third floor, can accommodate up to 24 persons at
a time with listening devices,
using seven different sources
consisting of three record
players and four tape
recorders.
The center has over 60,000
records in its collection, including 45 rpm's LP's 78 rpm's
and also 200 cylinder recordings dating back to 1900.
The reference works, all
pertaining to music and
recordings, are mainly nonclassical, "in order 10 avoid
duplicating and the library of
the University School of
Music," said Schurk.
Included in the reference
works are such periodicals as
•Billboard,-' "Record
World," "Rolling Stone" and
"Record Retailer," and
discographies of jazz and the
blues.
Discographies, Schurk explained, are books which list
the artists appearing on
records, dates of recordings
and place made, and the label
and number.
Center holdings also include approximately 6,000
record manufacturer and
dealer catalogs dating from
about 1906 to current issues.
Other volumes in the
center relate to Broadway
plays, Hollywood movies and
popular music.
The center receives many
gifts of 45 rpm records from

radio stations in the area, at
well as many private
donations, Schurk said.
Recently the
center
became the depository for all
publications and recordings
of Broadcast Music, Inc., New
York, he said.
Schurk s role as audio
librarian overlaps with his
position as head of the library
of the Center for the Study of
Popular Culture, whose varied
holdings include both books
and records.
He spends
"many hours, even weekends" searching for books and
records all over northern
Ohio, he said.
"I've visited attics,
basements, junk shops. Once
I spent several cold hours in
an old pump house looking
through books," he said.
Schurk is particularly
interested in out-of-press
recordings.
"Only about one-half per
cent of all recordings ever
made are currently available
on the retail market," he said.
His most frustrating
experience, he said, occurred
after a search of several hours
in a small town junk shop had
netted him a number of good
recordings.
"I set the stack of records
on top of a rag bin at the back
of the store.
A local
'character' wandered in,
poked around in the bin, and
upset and broke the whole
stack, including a rare Ben
Bemie record."
Schurk said he envisions
the Audjo Center becoming
the most complete collection
of popular recordings in the
United States, and possibly in
the world.
"We want to become the
main collection of pop
phonographs anywhere, so
that scholars can come here
and find what they want," said
Schurk.

AFL-CI0 files suit
COLUMBUS, (AP) - The
Ohio AFL-CIO and a number
of other agencies filed a brief
in U.S. District Court here
yesterday asking the court to
declare unconstitutional an
Ohio welfare regulation.
It asked the court to
declare unconstitutional
Ohio's Department of Public
Welfare regulation limiting
Aid to Dependent Children
payments to 64 per cent of the
amount determined by the
state as necessary to provide a
minimum subsistence
requisite for health and
decency.
The brief stated that while
Ohio has raised its standard to
reflect the increase in the cost
of living, it has not raised its
grants under that standard
and "therefore needy children
are receiving only 64 per cent
of the minimum amount the

CONGRATULATIONS!

GEORGE RAY
ON YOUR SELECTION TO

ODK
THE PROUD BROTHERS
OF ALPHA PHI OMEGA
NIWI

photo ■ by John Jock ton

"Wonderfully
humorous
pieces a

Nt»t.»L

SEND DP FLARES

My Lai list
ATLANTA. Ga.- The
Army has named five more
men in charges involving the
alleged massacre at My Lai,
including \ Capt. Ernest L.
Medina, former commanding
officer of I.t. William L. Calley
Jr.
The charges bring to ten
the number of servicemen
accused in the 1968 raid.
Those charged besides
Medina are Capt. Eugene M.
Kotouc, S. Sgt. Kenneth L.
Hodges, Pvt. Max D. Hutson
and Sgt. Esequiel Torres.
All five are currently
assigned to Ft. McPherson,
Atlanta.
Kotouc is charged with
assault, maiming and murder
of "one suspected enemy
person" and with murder of
another during interrogation
on the day of the My Lai attack, March 16, 1958.

Arthur
Hoppe
"Our Man Hoppe" ... like Will Rogers
and Mark Twain before him, is a social
and political satirist without pear in his
generation.
"Our Man Hoppe" combines solid fact
and his own whirmey to create a unique
column on the people and force* shaping our world.

Our Man Hoppe'
DAILY IN..

THe BG news

Students enter

THE ORIENTATION BOARD IS LOOKING
FOR QUALIFIED LEADERS FOR NEXT
YEARS FALL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

not guilty pleas
OH

state itself has conservatively
estimated to be necessary to
live decently."
The brief said persons
receiving Aid for the Aged in
Ohio are actually receiving
100 per cent of the state
standard and that this not only
discriminates against needy
children but also defies
federal law which risks Ohio's
continued eligibility for
federal grant in aid.
The other agencies which
also had a hand in filing the
brief include the Ohio State
liCgal Services Association,
the I*gal Aid Society of
Cleveland, the Jewish Community
Federation
of
Cleveland, the Jewish Family
Service Association, the Ohio
Council of Chapters, National
Association of Social Workers,
Inc.: the Ohio Council of
Churches.

drag charge

Three students arrested
last week on charges of
possession of marijuana
entered pleas of not quilty
during
arraignment
proceedings Monday in
Bowling Green Municipal
Court.
Mark Francis Dodd, and
Mark Ira Meltzer, both freshmen (LA), were released on
110,000 bond. Allen Gasdecki,
also a freshman (LA), was
released after Judge H.
Richard Dunipace reduced
bond from $10,000 to $5,000.
All three are scheduled for
a preliminary hearing next
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.
Cleveland
Att. S. J.
Zablotny is representing
Gazdecki. The Att. for Dodd
and Meltzer is
John C.
Halleck of Bowling Green.

Alan Mason
Folksiiger
E.Urtaiis Fri.,

Be A Leader

Flirts & Bells
Reg. $14.00 To $22.50
INTERESTED CANDIDATES SHOULD APPLY NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW DM ROOM 405
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
INTERVIEWS BEGIN: APRIL 1st

Her crocheted string knit
ensemble is an eye-popper,
featuring bikini, bra and
long beach dress. The guys
dig it. Know why? You look
so doggone sophisticated
and respectable while you
display your God-given
talents.

Sit., t

SII.
Nights

New Wellington Hotel
Napoleon, Ohio

Either place, there's sun, a
beach, something to do and
somebody to do it with.
That's why Brentwood got
so all-out wild with their
new floral print swim trunks
for men. And see how Brentwood's tank tops go with
both, trunks or the striped
pool pant, sa E Woogter
3S2-5MS

MON. THRU SAT. 9A.M. TO 5:30

Pizza* Beer

Pump Room,

For A Spado I Sal.

^

(Ehe Hmuersitij Shop

NOW 9.99

Zt)t Ben

THE FRATERS OF
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
CONGRATULATE THEIR
NEW HONORARY ACTIVES
Sara Adams
Ruth Baclk
Barbara Baird
Barbara Brunie
Ann Cor bin
Kay Francisco
CharleneGarba
Mary Jo Hart well
Noel Jublorvski

Alpha XI Delta
Alpha Chi Omega
PhlMu
Alpha Delta Pi
Delta Zeta

PhlMu
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha XI Delta
Kappa Delta

Debbie James
Carol
Klmball
Susan Metzold
DeniseSholette
Linda Smith
MaryannTarpy
Diane Verecke
Leslie Walker
Patricia Wright

Delta Zeta
Delta Gamma
Delta Gamma

Alpha Delta PI
Alpha Gamma Delta
Gamma Phi Beta
Chi Omega
Alpha Phi
Alpha Gamma Delta
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TO
DO
TOD8Y
ECONOMICS DISCUSSION
Will start at 3 p.m. in 114
Education Bldg. Or. Bruce
Edwards, associate professor
of economics, will speak on
"Economic Analysis of
Educational Planning."
MATHEMATICS TALK
Will begin at 4 p.m. in 70,
Overman Hall. Dr. Peter
Hilton, Cornell University,
New York, speaks on
"Topological Product on
Manifold."
SKI CLUB
Will meet at 6 p.m. In 115

Panhel reveals plans
for Greek activities

t

Education Bldg.
YOUNG POETS AND
WRITERS ORGANIZATION
WiU meet at 7 p.m. in the
Perry Room, Union.
RAY DiPALMA
Will present a poetry
reading at 8 p.m. in 112 Life
Science Bldg. The English
instructor will read from his
own books of poetry.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
COLLEGE ORGANIZATION
WiU meet at 11 a.m. in the
Perry Room, Union, as local

assistant of the organization,
working with college students,
will be visiting the campus.
UNIVERSITY PLAYERS
WiU meet at 6 p.m. in 105
Ilanna Hall.
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Taft Room, Union, for a
reorganization meeting.

Library hours

The final results of a
survey concerning
the
popularity of "greek" events
on campus were revealed at
the PanheUenic meeting last
Monday.
Panhel decided to participate in only the four most
popular events on the survey
during the coming year.
Both the fraternities and
sororities voted to bring back
the Mud Tug, the Beta 500, the
Bike and Trike races and the
Bed Race.
Sigma Chi has submitted
a new plan for the annual
Sigma Chi Derby Day Chase.
Two sororities will
compete for fifteen minute
periods with each sorority
collecting different colored
derbies. Points will be
awarded to the sororities that
accumulate their derbies in
the fastest time.
The
Interfraternlty
Council representative to
Panhel, Tom Glennon, senior
(BA), discussed proposed
changes in the structure of
IFC.

The University Library
will be open Saturday from 9
a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sunday
from 1 p.m. to midnight.
The regular hours will be
observed through the first
three days of exam week and
will be open Thursday, March
19, from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
It will also open Friday,
March 20, from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The Library will resume
A Laurel and Hardy film
regular hours Monday, March
festival will be presented
30.

The proposal is to do away
with the Council representatives and to give the
deciding vote to the presidents
of the different fraternities.
Standing committees wiU
be eliminated if the motion
passes and committee work
will be done on a volunteer
basis.
The office of Chief Justice
would also be eliminated and a
committee of the whole would
decide on cases brought
before vice-president.
A representative of Alpha
Phi Omega Service Faternity
talked to Panhel about the
Turtle Race which it is
sponsoring on campus April 3.
AU proceeds of the event
will go for the Children's Lung
Cancer Society.
The Bowling Green
winner will go to the national
race held in Washington D.C.
and sponsored by the
American University.
A five dollar entry fee and
a five dollar turtle fee will be
charged to each participant in
the local race.

Film festival presents
Laurel, Hardy humor

IUUM38
PIZZAJII PARLOH

OLD TIME FLICKS
Enjoy Your Favorites
W.C. FIELDS
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
LAUREL & HARDY

Friday and Saturday in the
Main Auditorium, Admission
will be 75 cents.
According to the Sunday
New York Times' critic
Vincent Canby, Stan Laurel
and Oliver Hardy reflect a
rare comic gift, whose wit and
expertise in delivery of humor
stemmed never from the
contrived situation but always
from honest human error and
predicament.
Three films will be shown,
"A Haunting We Will Go,"
"Dancing Masters," and "The
Big Noise."

Your favor!!* demsilic bair plui
v.rltfl.1 ol imported boar.

VI6

33
34
35
36

1

Forebode.
Waiter.
Have: Scot.
Hillside:
Scot.

>4
2*

37 More
ignoble.
38 Cake.
39 Corrode.
40 Lisa and
others.
41 Heath.
42 Huskies.
14 I.ifIs.
45 Oaks: Scot.
46 ReMrain.
47 Pertaining
to life.
50 Squanderable.
54 Key-shaped:
her.
55 English
university.
57 Bubble.
58 Den.
59 Shadow.

27

31

J4

II

4S

To IBB tbv
«(VyT rag* fflcWTS )%£%

WHEN YOU

ii

12

13

30

11

33

92

33

4 1

43

44

49
41

god.

50 Former
NASA
official.
51 French
cheese.
52 Legendary
king.
53 Spanish
river.
56Rhea.

3S

40

42

teenagers.
44 Light
cavalryman.
46 Nucleus.
47 Corm.
48 Dies—.
49 Mythical

3S

37

J»

43 Some

IS

[as]

4S

4«

30

14

if

IS

9S
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62

31

1

36

« Field Enterprises,
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CRYPTOGRAM — by Norton Rhoades
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Tipsy amateur
bricklayer built most lopsided backyard
barbecue.
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Wizard of Id

FASTER
if
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27 Bucolic.
28 Chalcedony.
29 Province
By Ronald C. HinekfeM
and tower.
5 Supervised. 30 Massenet
6
Lessen.
ACROSS
60 Author of
opera.
"Book of
7 Throngs.
lFool.
31 African
5 Film fawn.
Nonsense."
8 Miss Lillie.
capital.
61 Some clocks. 9 Hawaiian.
10 Kind of
32 Age.
62 Religious
weevil.
10 Ape.
34 Hair style.
14 Aquatic
scholar.
11 —about.
37 Literary
plant.
63 Continent:
12 Site of oldest
association.
15 Hautboys.
comb. form.
American
38 Corrupt, in
16 Indigo.
university.
a way.
DOWN
17 Kind of
13 Degrees.
40 Year of
echelon.
21 Mimic.
Columbus'
18 Fan palm
1 Feather
23 Growl.
fourth
genus.
25 Mosquito
voyage.
19 Flop, in
2 Spread, for
Senus.
41 Carbon
show
snort.
nive ones.
diamond.
business.
20 Fustians.
1
1
22 Grecian
6
9
4
7
S
10
•
markets.
'
14
24 Sword.
IS
26— Domini.
"
It!
26 Steeled.
It
29 Parade of
"
learning.
20
11
12~ 11
4 Roast on
a spit.

Weather

campus page

Every Wednesday 8 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Open Every day from 11 a.m.

IT PILES UP

3 Irish
alphabet.

PUZZLE

Today's weather Is
partly cloudy and continued
cold
through
tomorrow, with winds
coming from the north
west.

by Brent parker ana Johnny hart

Mr ■p.vSp 71
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SELL US YOUR

USED
BOOKS...

1037 N. MAIN

PHONE 353-5461

'Whir* Una ii Always In Good Tatlil"

-~«®&~ CL3SSIFIED —"J®*6—

Top Wholesale
Prices For
Drops

The m; News
IK University Hall
Dial 372-2710

Congratulations John on twin*
elected UAA Activities VteeITesident Your ZK Brothera.

Rates I 4H pci line perd.i> 1
lines minimum, average of i
words per line
Deadlines. 5 p.m. two days
Wore date of publication.
The IK. News reserves the

Dave - Your A Phi 0 Brothers
art triad to see you well and
back at school.

Theta Oil's • Than* for the
whaler of a tea -we're lovin'
rmhl to edit or reject any in! The Chi O's.

ONE-MAN SPECTACULARS

h>

classified

advertisement

The Kreatest Delt Big lil' sis
placed
IVinted errors which in the ever had. Thanks WUt. J K
News' opinion deter from the
value of the advertisement. Who's tops Kiriwood* Mike
will be rectified free of charge
if reported in person within 4|
hours of publication

LOST AND FOUND
l.oet. Ttsna On Pin, if found
Cell 171-1411.

PERSONALS

1

Nancy.

BEE-GEE BOOK
STORE
1424 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio

^r**

Our newest knit and sport shirts art just that —
with an individualism that's nothing less than
theatrical. Tuna in on them all — and pick out
the ones that do the most "special" things for
your special style. Prices, by the way, are special,
too. Especially low.

%U Ben

Celeste, good luck on finals
and other aspects DZ love. Lil
sis

Congratulatione Lois - AWS
Praa. 4 High Jr Tap. Daft
Uttlt Siaees
You're the
greats.!. Sty tod IT.

Group 4 Halph-you're the
greatest, nuss you all-aee you
in Ihe fall Jude.
Hide available to r'indlay
everyday next quarter - Hiail.

Fourth needed for Easier
vacation to Gulf coast. Call
Tom 343-4134

Thanks to D.U.'s Mike
Michallk and Dick HoMen for
the beautiful job of cleaning
our room. The girls of 411
Harmon 11.11

David: Keep hangui' on-the
Health Center has a high
casualty rate so far

Freeport* Miami' The Keys*
Everything They-v. got We've got bettor!! Oleg
Cassini Swimwear' Robert
Bruce Knitwear, California
Creations' For that trip South,
Stop raw* nret and find out
•hat! happening'' Nu-hoN
Cletluers. Downtown Rewung
Green.

quarter' $19 per month.
utilities included phone. 1929234

For sale ■ IMS Mer Parklane
convert. New tires. PS. PB.
Automatic on floor with
buckets, consoles a toch. Call
Mike 344-4203. 4-7 p.m.

Hni & Hoard for girl student
in exchange for housework
spring qtr 823-4S40

Ride to Ft. laudel l.il,
available for 2 or 1 people. HI01X1
Needed: Ride to'
Ithaca area over break. Call F. roommate needed spring
Patty 1-4II4.
quarter Greenvtew. Call Si-

I) U Big Brother! -We were
lovin* those hotdogs. Terry
and Ch.il

Come see Peter. Paul, and
Mary and the Chicago cat* of
Hair. Wednesday. March 111
1S70. with howling Green's
Environmental CommlUw. If
interested. Call Carol l Mill I.
Lov.. L.I.F.E.

2 roommates needed for 70-71
)ear Palmr Ave. apts Call
Bart at 142-0994

For Sale - 20 Vol Harvard
Classics, deluxe edition, excellent condition, IIS. Call
3S2-279S

Hide for 2 to Utlca - Syracuse
area share costs Jill 171-1471.

Student Housuig Association
says. 'Please us* our GUIDEVic-you'rt the greatest big Ht'a a must for peaceful cobrother a DU DEb could ask eiistence".
lor. Love Cincy.
I'm high for the Alpha Phi
Sue -wow! Double wow! and Omega TURTLE RACE, are
you?
wow again! Freak.
CONGRATS CINDY Outstanding Phi Mu active
Vou're the beat bif every!
Sandy 4 Kathy

,, ,111 n

Andre' Kole- 9:00 p.m. Thurs.
Grand Ballroom

Ken and Hod-lo the belt big
Congratulations Gerry and brothers ever. Thanks tor the
Unda on your ATO pirating. "hell'' of a tun*. Delia Tau
Delta lov Nance 1 Karen
It's a great thing! Sue.
Barb-What a beginning. Va.
Beach, the Navy and you!
Best
wishes on your
engagement. Lad. Your little.

Coming - April JrJ
Turtle Race

RENIALS • SALES
Male roommate needed.
Desperate ISO monthly. 3M1414.
We have room for 1 more Jr. or
sr. girl in comfortable house
with 4 othet sr. gtrls. spr. qtr.
I1M Inquirr 411 N. Prospect
or call 3S4-34M.
New apartment for sublet •
summer session - 2 people.

Call Mm, W400, or 2-49W
1 man for 4 man apt. washer,
dryer, dishwasher AM FM
intercom MS. call 333-3143
6:30 to ?:«
Male roommate wanted to
there apt. Fall qtr 171-3SM
••» olds 4-4-1. U.0W miles. 4
speed, vinyl top. beat offer 1941179.
Need a ride lo New York or
LI. will leave rant Th. or
Friday, Call Al 1U-M1I.

For sale • RCA port, stereo
sep. speakers, good ,-ond 14
years, old Stt Call Jim 2-67M.
Roommate wanted - Call 3M4453 after S p.m.
Male roominate needed for |
spring, and sum. qtrs.
Greenview Call 3U43M after I
I S p.m.
1

Need people to sublease
summmer Newlove 372-1511
Wanted 4 or 5 roommates to
sublease a house near campus
for summer quarter. Call
2»13 • 23915
Needed: Room or small
apartment for visiting
Professor - From latter March
to Mid June. Please contact
Mr Phillip O'Connor at 3732773.
Male student to share apt.
ideal Vocation SCO 353-7471
after 3:30 for appointment
The
student
Housing
Association booklet, A GUIDE
TO OFP CAMPUS LIVING Is
available to anyone intending
to move off campus nest
quarter in room 409 A Student
Service. Bldg.
Need 4 roommate* for summer Valentine Apts '90 mo
JS2-4SW
Roommate needed for led

Female roommate wanted
spr. qtr. K5 month 2 blocks
from campus 3S2-05V7 aftrr 4
p.m.
Student rooms for women 150
month. 1 man furn. effc. apt.
across from campus 4 or 5
girls preferred. 352 WW
between 4 4 •.
Ride needed to either
Cleveland or Detroit Airport
on Tuesday March 17. anytime
aftrr 3 00 or on Wednesday
Please contact Wendy at 25475 Will pay costs.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Waitress needed Over Easier
vacation 4 spr qtr Lums
Restaurant.
DROPPING OUT THIRD
QUARTER' We have special
openings made to order for
you. Start late March and
work through summer on
INVENTORY
MAINTENANCE |obs in Toledo
are. stores. Must be willing
work 40 hours, including weekends. Pay is 92 25 per hour.
See us at MANPOWER 114
Summit St., or Call 249-4947
Toledo.

JOBS! JOBS! and more
JOBS! Students, teachers
Stateside and International
Jobs. Recreational Jobs;
Year-round Jobs; Summer
Jobs. All occupations and
trades. Enjoy a vacation while
you tarn. Hurry! The bat
jobs are taken early. Write
"Jobs". P.O. Box 479, Dept
CP 214-1, Lodi. California
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Attorney, client detail
'battle of burlesque1

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
WINTER QUARTER 1970
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In third 'smoking clinic

Hymen depicts cancer
By Damon Beck
If you are hoarse (or more
than two weeks you could have
cancer of the larnyx, according to Dr. Melvin Hunan.
professor of speech.
In a lecture Monday, Dr.
Hynian discussed the causes,
effects, cures and prevention
of cancer of the larnyx.
"Hoarseness is one of the
first symptoms," said Dr.
Hyman. "Although some
people experience earache or
sore throat. In
the later
stages, the patient has severe
pain and difficulty in
swallowing and breathing."
If the cancer is caught in
the beginning stages, treatment can cure about 98 per
cent of the patients, he said.
Dr. Hyman said that
cancer of the larnyx is most
common in persons between
the ages of 40 and 65 years old,
and 10 to 12 times as many
men as women contract it.
He added that 98 per cent of
the patients are either cigar or
cigarette smokers.
Leonard Newman, a
patient of Dr. Hyman, spoke to

the audience with the
esopnagal speech technique
he had learned.
A Bowling Green resident,
Newman was the first patient
at Wood County Hospital to be
operated on for cancer cf the
larnyx.
When asked how he felt
after the operation which
removed his larnyx and
ability to speak, Newman
said, "I felt dejected and as if
the world was coming to an
end."
"There are three methods
of treatment," said .Dr.
Hyman, "Nothing, cobalt, xray and radium, or surgery."
In surgery, part or all of
the vocal cord is removed, he
said. The patient then
breathes through a small hole
in the base of the neck.
"A bib is worn by most
people," said Dr. Hyman.
"Since there are no mucus
membranes or hair follicles as
in the nose, the bib acts to
warm the air and sift dust
particles."
After surgery, a patient
learns by one of three ways,
according to Dr. Hyman. He

may whisper, use an artificial
larnyx or learn esopnagal
speech as Newman did.
"Surgery
does
put
restrictions on a person," Dr.
Hyman said.
NOW
THRU
Tue. March 17
Kve.-at 7:10,9:30
Sat.& Sun. Mat. at 4:30

"Constitutional burlesque"
may never catch on nationwide, but a Toledo woman has
learned it might be a bare
necessity to successful
operation of a burlesque
theater.
Miss Rose LaRose.ownerof
the Esquire
Burlesque
Theater, Toledo, was the
victim of a city ordinance
passed in 1968 which said such
an establishment was not
permitted within city limits.
Miss i.iKose and her attorney, Dan H. McCullough,
Toledo, explained their case
against the ordinance to an
audience of nearly 100 at the
Monday meeting of the Law
Society.
Miss LaRose, past owner of
the former Town Hall
Burlesque, was forced to relocate her establishment after
it was deemed a target of
urban renewal.
In the process of moving,
she encountered numerous
complaints from Esquire
neighbors who were outraged
at the thought of being next
door to a burlesque theater.
Within a year,, an ordinance aimed to oust Miss
[jiRose and her "girls" was
passed and the legal battle
began.
McCullough said the or-

Beit Dlrector-SYDNEY POLLACK
Best Actreu-JANE FONDA
Best Supporting Actren-SUSANNAH
YORK
Best supporting Aclor-GIG YOUNG

'THEY SHOOT
HORSES,
DONT THEY" ?

With Tht Ev.ralad.s IUT Yo.
BRACELE
by

Ballou

Fish
Dinners
BIG CHAMP-GIANT
V< lb.
HAMBURGER,
ALL BEEF

Beef Champ
ms. Mak

Bake Your Buns, Baste Your Bod
And Blister Your Bippy
a***
U-Shop's

B.G. BEACH
(LIVE SAND & SUN IN OUR WINDOW)
PRE SPRING BREAK "RAYS" IN OUR WINDOW- A1,1. WBEK'

<&

'*<,*

'^zi-fy

.. .Food Services by Gourmet, Inc., of course.
Private rooms for your banquet, party, reception
or other special event.
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"CRAVITS TRAVEL SERVICE"
FOR SPRING BREAK

*-

THE U-SHOP TRAVEL AGENTS
"LIBERT CRAVITS"
WILL SEE TO YOUR EVERY NEED.
HE WILL PROVIDE :

Goirait, lie.
Family-Owned Food Services Throughout Ohio
Perrysbunt. Ohio 837-5791

FUNNY THING ABOUT
ADVERTISING. WHEN
IT GOES TO WORKPEOPLE MOVE.

THeE*G news

432% E. Wooster
3545702

Chicken
Dinners

$100.00 WORTH OF SPRING MERCHANDISE 1st PRIZE
$50.00
"
"
"
"
2nd PRIZE
$25.00
"
"
"
"
3rd PRIZE
JUST DROP YOUR NAME IN THE CAN
-DRAWING HELD SAT. 4PM"

Wt Art No Loagtr Associated

Why? Because advertising tells people about things they want
and need.
Advertising Is not an economic watte. That's why It pays to
pay attention when well-meaning people start attacking advertising. They'll tell you that advertising makes people want
things they don't need. And they're right Advertising builds
dreams, but not Idle ones. A new car, new clothes, a trip. Maybe
they're not lofty or awe-inspiring, but they're one person's
private dreams....and his alone. Put enough of them together
and you'll know what made this country great. Read the advertising In the news.

Howard Photography

Anoeiotwd frtn W(r*photo

THE RUSSIAN EMBASSY, above and the
American Embassy will be the sites for full-scale
negotiations between the two nations when strategic
arms limitations talks begin In Vienna next month.
In later stages of the talks, the site will move to
Helsinki where the preliminary talks were held.

'* SURF SWEEPSTAKES *

GP-Parental Discretion Advised (In color)

Alt' Service ft At Tht Ambassador
0i Tit Expressway (120) «d Hlilty Road.

To Serve You Better
Open Evenings
By Appointment

CLAZEL

NOMINATED FOR 9
ACADEMY AWARDS

Cu Enjoy T.t SON* Good Food

dinance was unconstitutional
To prove it wasn't ofon its face because it clearly fensive,
he
gathered
deprived Miss LaRose of her magazines, movie reviews
rights, and that the statute and a copy of "Ulysses" to use
was discriminatory both in as exhibits of obscenity that
application and intent.
could be readily obtained in
A former chairman of the Toledo.
Fair Trial and Free Press
Toledo courts had defined
Committee of the Toledo Bar burlesque obscenity as "live
Association, McCullough said entertainmentduring which an
the Toledo Blade was in- erotic dance is performed."
fluential in suggesting the city
McCullough said two
law officials take some kind of -novies in Toledo, "I, a
action regarding the or- Woman" and "Bonnie and
dinance.
Clyde," were "a lot hotter
"The Blade is a great than anything the Town Hall
supporter of civil rights in could offer."
Indiana," said McCullough,
By November, 1969, the
"but it falls on its face on U.S. District Court had
Indiana Avenue." He was declared the city ordinance
referring to an old Toledo unconstitutional and Miss
street now largely inhabited [JiRose continued her shows.
by minority groups.
Her "neighbores" now
In IrG Corporation (Miss include two charm schools, a
I.tKi'M' vs. City of Toledo, restaurant and a business
McCullough questioned college (formerly an opponent
whether the theater was of- of the burlesque theater)
fensive to contemporary which recently moved across
community standards.
the street.

1. 1-75 Road maps free.
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Jewelers
Certified Gemologist
Mombor American /7za\
8w* Society
<^£y

129 S. Main St.
354-2042

2. B.G. locator-where your friends will stay in the
Bahamas or Florida.
3. Roommate Board-If you need one.
4. Rider Board-for last minute decisions to head
South.
5. Road conditions posted daily-complements of
the Highway Patrol.
6. Bail Bond service listings-just in case.
7. Sounds of the South-What the Beach sounds like
from HEAVY WFUN

And Introducing
*?$*»
For The First Time In Bowling Green
"Wierd Warren"

THE UNIVERSITY SHOP
532 E. Wooster
352-5165
Mon. Thru Thur. Sat. 9 AM • 5:30
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Five starters gone

Wrestlers will regroup team j(j
II, Jack
i»t O'Breu
rvniwu
By
Assistant Sports Editor
Kcbuild.
That is the key word us far
as the Bowling Green
wrestling team is concerned
for next season.
Five seniors who filled
regular spots in the Falcon
lineup will be gone and with
them will no their combined
season dual meet records of
404-4.
"We not as much out of
the squad as we could have,"
said coach Bruce Bellard.
"Next year we'll face a lot of
problems because we are
losing our lin:h point men."
Coach Bellard felt that the
season was successful based
on the team's 7-5 dual meet
record and fifth place finish
in the
Championships
However, he admitted that the
season could have been better
if the squad would have stayed
healthy.
"If everyone was healthy
we could have beaten Toledo,
Kentand Miami," commented
• Bellard. "In each case we had
a key man out of the lineup
and I feel that if they would
have wrestled and won their
matches things would have
been much different."
"I think we worked harder
than any other team in
practice, but wc didn't always
wrestle that way on the
mats," he added
The reason for this according to Bellard is that

wrestling

is

a

good in
m a regular match,"
natch,"
explained Bellard.

Butch Falk was a typical
In some cases coach example because he wasn't a
Bellard felt that his wrestlers better wrestler than some
were just outclassed by their guys he beat," Bellard added.
opponents.
"He
beat
superior
"Our opponents had wrestlers simply on desire and
better individual wrestlers," physical conditioning. He is
he explained. "They were just an unusual athlete as far as
better than our kids and the determination. Technique
better man will almost always wise he is not a good

■MM

highly

psycholocial sport
and
sometimes a
wrestlers
thinking in practice doesn't
always correspond to his
attitude on the mats during a
regular meet.
'This is the case with
John Hess who tears everyone
up in practice but doesn't do
Individuals results
118- Mark Conies (4-11
Tom Bowers |5-3|
120-AI Womark ,8-:ii
Jim Meyers (Mi
III tt Oeerge Kirkwood
("-0-ZI
Dave Weilnau (7-3-2)
142 -Fred Clement (0-1)
Churk Harman (0-11
150-Mike Clark (9-2-11
158-Terry Dillon (4-2)
John Hess (3-31
1.7-BuUh Falk (10-2)
177-Hi 11 Nucklos (10-1)
BUI Fiekes |t-l|
190-Joe Green (5-0)
Claude Cowan (Ml
190-Hvy.Ben PalU (5-2)
Sieve Hardy 1441
Ben Cotharin (0-11

win.'
win."
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N.w. Photo °, Phil Ho,I..

THE FALCON baseball team Is now beginning to
round into shape for the coming season. Bowling
Green will take their annual spring trip right after
winter quarter finals end. They will open the season
against Georgia Teeh hoping to improve on a 10-19
record last year. BG will open the MAC season
April 17 at home against Toledo. The Falcons will
fare all MAC foes three times this season.

wrestler."
A guy with limited high
school experience, Dick Munz,
was probably the best and
brightest hope for next year
besides Mike Clark.
Munz hadn't wrestled in a
varsity match all year until
the MAC Championships
where he took a third place at
142 pounds.
"Occasionally a guy can
rise to great heights rapidly
and this was just one of those
cases," explained Bellard. "I
think the guys Dick wrestled
underestimated him. He has
definitely shown that he has
wrestling potential in addition
to establishing himself for
next year."
Both coaches Bellard and
Bruce Hopple have been
actively recruiting top high
school seniors throughout the
area to replace the holes left in
the Falcon lineup for next
season.
An estimated 45 outstanding wrestlers have been
contacted by both coaches to
combine with 30 returning
wrestlers that were out for
this year's squad.
One problem facing coach
Bellard is trying to keep coach
Hopple.
Since he is only a graduate
assistant there is a possibility
that he will no longer be
around next season. At BG to
be a coach you are required to
be a physical education
teacher too.
"He (Hopple) is an outstanding coach and I'm doing
everything I can to keep him
here," commented Bellard.
"He is real gentleman and he
is respected by everyone that
knows him."
Next season could be a
most interesting one in many
respects. One could definitely'
be in the scheduling of opposition. So far in addition to
the MAC opponents the Falcon
grapplers may be tangling
with either Indiana or Purdue
of the Big Ten.
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SPorTS

Miami opens in NIT
Miami will be making its
first appearance in the
National Invitation Tournament when they will
represent the Mid-American
Conference in New York.
The Redskins 16-7 will play
their opening round game
Friday against St. John's 18-7.
St. John's has appeared more
times and won mere NIT titles

than any other team.

An MAC team has never
won the NIT, but Bowling
Green, Ohio University and
Toledo have each finished
second once.
St. John's is one of four
teama in this year's 10-team
field that has won NIT
championships. In addition to
the four titles for them,

Duquesne.
Utah
and
Louisville have each captured
one crown.
Six teams will be making
their first appearance in the
NIT. In addition to the Redskins, Georgia Tech, North
Carolina, LSU, Oklahoma and
Massachusetts will be in the
tournament for the first time.

Nichols Presents...

CONGRATULATIONS
BROTHER BILL ZEEB
ON SELECTION AS
THE OUTSTANDING SENIOR
AT THE MAC SWIM MEET
AND TAPOUT FOR ODK

This Week Only With The Purchase Of Any Knit Shirt!

Nichols Clothiers
109 8. N Main St.

The Brothers Of Sigma Nu

THAT DISTINCTIVE STORE
WITH THE RED FRONT

